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INTRODUCTION

u MESOSCOPIC SYSTEMS REPRESENT A BRIDGE BETWEEN QUANTUM 
PHYSICS AND CLASSICAL PHYSICS (typical scale ~ 𝑛𝑚)

u CONSEQUENTLY, MESOSCOPIC SYSTEMS ALLOW SEVERAL QUANTUM 
EFFECTS TO APPEAR ALSO AT THE NANO-SCALE (OR ABOVE).

u STUDY OF THE INTERACTION BETWEEN GWs AND MESOSCOPIC SYSTEMS 
OFFERS AN INTERESTING OPPORTUNITY TO INVESTIGATE THE RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN GRAVITY AND QUANTUM MECHANICS.



(cont’d)

u INTERACTION BETWEEN MESOSCOPIC SYSTEMS AND GWs REPRESENTS A
POSSIBLE ARENA IN WHICH SEARCH FOR NOVEL EFFECTS (MAYBE 
RELATED TO NEW PHYSICS) CAN BE CARRIED ON, ALSO EVALUATING 
CHANCES OF EXPERIMENTAL DETECTABILITY. 

u AT MESOSCOPIC SCALES, GWs CAN OFTEN BE DESCRIBED AS TIME-
DEPENDENT PERTURBATIONS ONLY, SINCE – ALSO IN THE UHF REGIME – IT 
IS 𝜆%& ≫ 𝐿, WITH 𝐿 BEING THE TYPICAL SCALE OF THE INTERACTING 
MESOSCOPIC QUANTUM SYSTEM (quantum confinement).



MQS-GWs INTERACTION

u ROUGHLY SPEAKING, WE MAY CLASSIFY THE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN MESOSCOPIC 
QUANTUM SYSTEMS AND GWs CONSIDERING THE FOLLOWING INDUCED EFFECTS:

u PARAMETRIC (AMPLIFICATION) EFFECTS (particle or quasi-particle creation)
u INTERFERENCE EFFECTS (e.g., quantum interference in SQUID; Josephson effect, 

etc.)
u RESONANCE EFFECTS (e.g., magnons in ferromagnetics)
u TRANSPORT EFFECTS (conductivity modulation in graphene and other

metamaterials)
u VACUUM FLUCTUATIONS AND VACUUM ENERGY EFFECTS (Casimir effect and nano-

cavities)



EXAMPLES

u BEC (BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATES)
Ø INTERACTION BETWEEN GWs AND PHONONS HAS BEEN RECENTLY INVESTIGATED. GWs CAN INDUCE PHONON 

CREATION IN BEC  [SEE, E.G., Carlos Sabín et al 2014, New J. Phys. 16 085003]. 

u SUPERCONDUCTORS
Ø GWs CAN INDUCE INTERFERENCE EFFECTS [SEE, E.G., J. Anandan, Phys.Lett.A 110 (1985)].
Ø GWs CAN INDUCE AC-JOSEPHSON EFFECT [SEE, E.G., F. Sorge, 2010 Class. Quantum Grav. 27 225001]. 

u FERROMAGNETIC SAMPLES
Ø GWs AND MAGNON RESONANCE [SEE, E.G., Ito, A., Ikeda, T., Miuchi, K. et al., Eur. Phys. J. C 80, 179 (2020), and 

refs. cited therein].

u NANO-CAVITIES (E.G., CASIMIR CAVITIES)
Ø GWs CAN INDUCE PARTICLE CREATION IN CONFINED QUANTUM FIELDS [see, e.g., F. Sorge 2000 Class. Quantum 

Grav. 17 4655].



GWs in GRAPHENE

u IN THE FOLLOWING WE WILL FOCUS ON THE INTERACTION BETWEEN GWs
AND A SHEET OF (MONOLAYER) GRAPHENE.

u THE ANALYSIS IS BASICALLY THEORETICAL, AND THE RESULTS DO NOT 
TAKE INTO ACCOUNT A LOT OF COMPLICATIONS CAUSED BY OTHER 
FACTORS (TEMPERATURE, IMPURITIES, PHONON SCATTERING, ETC.)

u NO SPECIFIC HYPOTESES ABOUT THE FORM AND THE FREQUENCY OF THE 
GW HAVE BEEN MADE. HENCE THE STUDY APPLIES AS WELL TO IMPULSIVE 
GWs, PERIODIC GWs AND OTHER GRAVITATIONAL WAVEFORMS.



OUTLINE

u A GLANCE TO GRAPHENE ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES

u LOW-ENERGY DIRAC-WEYL LAGRANGIAN

u EQUATIONS OF MOTION, FREE HAMILTONIAN AND HELICITY

u GRAVITATIONAL INTERACTION

u GRAVITATIONAL HAMILTONIAN IN GRAPHENE

u ELECTRON-HOLE PAIR CREATION IN THE FIELD OF A GW

u STOCHASTIC GW BACKGROUND: A GLANCE

u DC-CONDUCTIVITY: GW-INDUCED MODULATION

u CONCLUSIONS

u FUTURE PROPOSALS



GRAPHENE: AN OVERVIEW-1

u GRAPHENE IS AN ALLOTROPE OF CARBON, CONSISTING OF A SINGLE LAYER OF ATOMS
ARRANGED IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL HONEYCOMB 
LATTICE NANOSTRUCTURE. 

u SUCH HONEYCOMB CRYSTAL 
IS NOT ITSELF A BRAVAIS LATTICE, 

SINCE THE LATTER HAS A BASIS
CONTAINING TWO ATOMS. 

u BECAUSE OF SUCH TWO-SITE BASIS, THE ELECTRONIC WAVEFUNCTION IS REPRESENTED BY 
MEANS OF A BISPINOR, CARRYING A SUBLATTICE PSEUDO-SPIN 1/2, RELATED TO THE SUBLATTICE
DEGREES OF FREEDOM. 



GRAPHENE: AN OVERVIEW-2

u ONE OF THE MOST INTERESTING ASPECTS OF GRAPHENE IS 
THAT ITS LOW-ENERGY EXCITATIONS (ELECTRONS AND
HOLES) BEHAVE AS MASSLESS, CHIRAL DIRAC FERMIONS. 

u IN THAT LIMIT, THE GOVERNING EQUATION RESEMBLES A 
SPIN-1/2 2D DIRAC EQUATION IN THE FRAMEWORK OF AN   
EFFECTIVE MASSLESS FERMIONIC FIELD THEORY.

u HERE, THE LIMIT VELOCITY IS NOT THE SPEED OF LIGHT BUT 
THE FERMI VELOCITY vF , ABOUT c/300. 



GRAPHENE: AN OVERVIEW-3

LOW-ENERGY LIMIT

LINEAR DISPERSION: 𝜀 𝑘 = 𝑣-𝑘

CONICAL ENERGY BANDS
(Dirac Cones)

VALENCE BAND (VB) AND CONDUCTION BAND (CB) 
TOUCH IN THE MOMENTUM SPACE AT TWO 

INEQUIVALENT POINTS K AND K’, PLACED AT THE 
CORNERS OF THE BRILLOUIN ZONE IN THE 

RECIPROCAL LATTICE (valley pseudo-spin).

Interesting Physical 

Properties

Graphene electron band structure, 
mimic Dirac electrons at points K and K'

K K'

Massless Dirac electrons, d=2

Semimetal (zero bandgap); electrons and holes coexist

Manifestations: “relativistic” Lorentz invariance 
with Fermi velocity instead of light speed
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GRAPHENE: AN OVERVIEW-4

u IF INTERVALLEY MIXING IS NEGLIGIBLE, (AS IN THE 

CASE OF A PERTURBING POTENTIAL SMOOTH ON THE 

LATTICE SCALE), ONE MAY CONSIDER A SINGLE 

DIRAC CONE, TAKING THE K AND K’ VALLEYS 

SEPARATED AND INDEPENDENT. 

u THIS WILL BE THE CASE OF A WEAK GW, HAVING

𝜆%& ≫ 𝐿 (graphene length scale ~10012 𝑚)

Interesting Physical 

Properties

Graphene electron band structure, 
mimic Dirac electrons at points K and K'

K K'

Massless Dirac electrons, d=2

Semimetal (zero bandgap); electrons and holes coexist

Manifestations: “relativistic” Lorentz invariance 
with Fermi velocity instead of light speed
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DIRAC-WEYL EQUATION 
FOR A MONOLAYER GRAPHENE SHEET 

u STARTING POINT: 2+1D WEYL LAGRANGIAN FOR THE ELECTRON WAVEFUNCTION Ψ(X) IN A 
MONOLAYER GRAPHENE SHEET (IN THE XY-PLANE) NEAR THE K DIRAC POINT IN THE                    
LOW-ENERGY LIMIT 
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2 Dirac-Weyl equation for a monolayer

graphene sheet

The equations of motion (EOM) and the Hamiltonian for
the electron wavefunction √(x) in a monolayer graphene
sheet near the K Dirac point, in the low-energy limit, can
be formally obtained from a 2+1D Weyl lagrangian [5, 30,
31, 33]

L 0 = i√†(x)
°
æ0@0 + vFæ

i@i
¢
√(x), i = {x, y}, (1)

where x = (t ,x), x = (x, y) and the graphene sheet has been
taken to lie in the x y°plane of a fiducial reference frame
{xµ} ¥ {t , x, y, z}. vF is the Fermi velocity and

æ0 =
√

1 0

0 1

!

, æx =
√

0 1

1 0

!

,

æy =
√

0 °i

i 0

!

, æz =
√

1 0

0 °1

!

(2)

are the Pauli matrices, which operate in the space of the
electron amplitude on the two lattice sites A and B. The
electronic wavefunction is described by a two-component
wavefunction (a bispinor)

√(x) =
√
√A(x)

√B (x)

!

, (3)

which we will call pseudo-spin. As pointed out in the In-
troduction, in graphene we have a four-fold degeneracy
due to the above cited sublattice pseudo-spin and to the
valley pseudo-spin, the latter reflecting the fact that we
can consider each of the two Dirac points K and K 0 at the
corner of the Brillouin zone. Hence, the full form of the
wavefunction should be a four-component spinor.

However, if the external interaction is represented by
a smooth potential, whose Fourier transform is sharp in
the momentum space, then the two Dirac valleys can be
considered independently [5], so that we can limit our-
selves to the analysis of the Dirac-Weyl equation near a
single Dirac point. In what follows we will consider a weak
gravitational wave, propagating normally to the graphene
sheet, along the z° direction. As we will see in section
III, in such case the gravitational potentials have no spa-
tial dependence along the x and y directions, so that the

smoothness of the gravitational perturbation is undoubt-
edly fulfilled. From now on, we will assume to work just
near the K Dirac point.

From the lagrangian (1) we easily deduce the EOM for
the free bispinor √(x) (i.e., when no external perturbing
field is present)

i vFæ
i@i√(x) =°iæ0@0√(x), i = {x, y}, (4)

or, in matrix form

vF

√
0 @x ° i@y

@x + i@y 0

!√
√A(x)

√B (x)

!

=°@0

√
√A(x)

√B (x)

!

. (5)

We look for a solution having the form

√(x) = N

√
A

B

!

ei p·xe°i!t , !> 0, (6)

with N being an overall normalization constant and p =
(px , py ). Placing (6) in (5) we write

H0

√
A

B

!

= E

√
A

B

!

, (7)

where

Ĥ0 = vF

√
0 px ° i py

px + i py 0

!

(8)

is the free Hamiltonian. The eigenvalues of Ĥ0 are E± =
±!, where p =

q
p2

x +p2
y and ! = vF p > 0. The corre-

sponding normalized eigenstates are

√+(x) = 1
p

2

√
1

ei¡

!

ei p·xe°i!t , (9)

whose eigenenergy is E+ =+vF p =!> 0, and

√°(x) = 1
p

2

√
1

°ei¡

!

ei p·xei!t , (10)

whose eigenenergy is E° = °vF p = °! < 0. Throughout
the paper, the total surface area S of the graphene sheet
is taken to be S = 1.¡= arctan(py /px ) gives the direction
of propagation of the electronic wave w.r.t. the fiducial
reference frame. The above eigenstates are sometimes
written in a more compact form, introducing the band
index ª=±1

√±(x) = 1
p

2

√
1

ªei¡

!

ei p·xe°ªi!t . (11)

ª=+1 refers to √+(x) in the conduction band (CB) while
ª=°1 refers to √°(x) in the valence band (VB). The free
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corner of the Brillouin zone. Hence, the full form of the
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However, if the external interaction is represented by
a smooth potential, whose Fourier transform is sharp in
the momentum space, then the two Dirac valleys can be
considered independently [5], so that we can limit our-
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single Dirac point. In what follows we will consider a weak
gravitational wave, propagating normally to the graphene
sheet, along the z° direction. As we will see in section
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smoothness of the gravitational perturbation is undoubt-
edly fulfilled. From now on, we will assume to work just
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is taken to be S = 1.¡= arctan(py /px ) gives the direction
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reference frame. The above eigenstates are sometimes
written in a more compact form, introducing the band
index ª=±1
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2 Dirac-Weyl equation for a monolayer

graphene sheet

The equations of motion (EOM) and the Hamiltonian for
the electron wavefunction √(x) in a monolayer graphene
sheet near the K Dirac point, in the low-energy limit, can
be formally obtained from a 2+1D Weyl lagrangian [5, 30,
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which we will call pseudo-spin. As pointed out in the In-
troduction, in graphene we have a four-fold degeneracy
due to the above cited sublattice pseudo-spin and to the
valley pseudo-spin, the latter reflecting the fact that we
can consider each of the two Dirac points K and K 0 at the
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wavefunction should be a four-component spinor.

However, if the external interaction is represented by
a smooth potential, whose Fourier transform is sharp in
the momentum space, then the two Dirac valleys can be
considered independently [5], so that we can limit our-
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single Dirac point. In what follows we will consider a weak
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smoothness of the gravitational perturbation is undoubt-
edly fulfilled. From now on, we will assume to work just
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can consider each of the two Dirac points K and K 0 at the
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is taken to be S = 1.¡= arctan(py /px ) gives the direction
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hamiltonian can be recast in a more compact form as well

Ĥ0 = vF p

√
0 e°i¡

ei¡ 0

!

. (12)

Notice that E = 0 conventionally refers to the Fermi energy
level.

2.1 Helicity

Near the Dirac points, low-energy excitations behave as
massless Dirac particles [see (1)]. As a consequence, they
have a well defined helicity. Define the helicity operator

§̂= 1
2
æ ·p

p
= 1

2

√
0 e°i¡

ei¡ 0

!

, (13)

where æ= (æx ,æy ). Then

§̂√±(x) =±1
2
√±(x), (14)

so the √±(x) eigenstates of the free hamiltonian Ĥ0 are
simultaneous eigenstates of §̂. Differently stated, helicity
is a conserved quantity, since Ĥ0 and §̂ commute, as it can
be easily checked using the form (12) of Ĥ0

[Ĥ0,§̂] = 0. (15)

From (14) we see that the free eigenstates √±(x) near the
Dirac points have well defined helicity or chirality, as
stated. Here, chirality can be identified with helicity, since
the low-energy excitations we are considering just behave
as massless particles. We point out that helicity (chirality)
is defined with respect to the pseudo-spin associated to
the two-component wavefunction √, having nothing to
do with the true, intrinsic electron spin.

3 Gravitational interaction

Our aim is to analyze the interaction between the mass-
less Dirac quasi-particles in a plane sheet of undoped
graphene monolayer and a weak gravitational wave. For
sake of simplicity we will consider a plane vave propagat-
ing along the z direction of the fiducial {xµ} ¥ {t , x, y, z}
reference frame, in which the graphene sheet is placed
on the z = 0 plane. The spacetime line element, in the
transverse-traceless (TT) gauge [34], reads

d s2 =
°
¥µ∫+hµ∫(t , z)

¢
d xµd x∫

= d t 2 ° (1°h+(t , z)
¢
d x2 °

°
1+h+(t , z)

¢
d y2

+ 2h£(t , z)d xd y °d z2, (16)

where h+(t , z) and h£(t , z) are the two physical polariza-
tion states (named plus and cross, respectively) of the
gravitational vave, while ¥µ∫ = di ag (1, °1, °1, °1) is the
flat Minkowski spacetime tensor. Setting z = 0 in (16),
we see that the gravitational perturbation is solely time-
dependent throughout the graphene sheet. In particular,
h+,£ do not depend on x and y . Hence, the perturbation
can be indeed considered smooth on the lattice scale. Its
Fourier transform is sharp in the momentum space, and
the two Dirac valleys can be considered independently
[5]. As already stated in Section II, this is just why we were
allowed to confine our analysis near the single K point.

Instead of working out the rather cumbersome, al-
though standard, technique required to describe a spinor
field (and the corresponding Dirac equation) in a curved
background, we will exploit a more straightforward ap-
proach, usually employed in the linearized theory [20],
where the coupling between the gravitational field and the
quantum field is described by an interaction lagrangian

Lg =°1
2

hµ∫T (0)µ∫. (17)

Here, T (0)µ∫ is the flat spacetime stress-energy tensor of
the matter field, namely

T (0)µ
∫ =

@L0

@(@µ√)
@∫√° 1

2
±
µ
∫L0. (18)

Being the last term in (18) vanishing, due to the EOM
[see (1) and (4)], from (18) we get the following relevant
components

T (0)xx =°i√†vFæ
x@x√,

T (0)y y =°i√†vFæ
y@y√,

T (0)x y =°i√†vFæ
x@y√,

T (0)y x =°i√†vFæ
y@x√, (19)

(the indexes are understood to be raised and lowered by
means of the unperturbed flat metric ¥µ∫). From (16), (19)
and (17) we obtain

Lg =°1
2

£
h+

°
T (0)xx °T (0)y y ¢

+h£
°
T (0)x y +T (0)y x¢§

= i vF

2
√†£æx (h+@x√+h£@y√)+æy (h£@x√°h+@y√)

§
.

(20)

In (20) the field √ should be taken as the flat spacetime
solution of the EOM. However, at the present O(h) weak-
field approximation, it can be as well considered as the
perturbed solution, obtained from the full lagrangian

L =L0 +Lg , (21)
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From (14) we see that the free eigenstates √±(x) near the
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stated. Here, chirality can be identified with helicity, since
the low-energy excitations we are considering just behave
as massless particles. We point out that helicity (chirality)
is defined with respect to the pseudo-spin associated to
the two-component wavefunction √, having nothing to
do with the true, intrinsic electron spin.

3 Gravitational interaction

Our aim is to analyze the interaction between the mass-
less Dirac quasi-particles in a plane sheet of undoped
graphene monolayer and a weak gravitational wave. For
sake of simplicity we will consider a plane vave propagat-
ing along the z direction of the fiducial {xµ} ¥ {t , x, y, z}
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tion states (named plus and cross, respectively) of the
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h+,£ do not depend on x and y . Hence, the perturbation
can be indeed considered smooth on the lattice scale. Its
Fourier transform is sharp in the momentum space, and
the two Dirac valleys can be considered independently
[5]. As already stated in Section II, this is just why we were
allowed to confine our analysis near the single K point.

Instead of working out the rather cumbersome, al-
though standard, technique required to describe a spinor
field (and the corresponding Dirac equation) in a curved
background, we will exploit a more straightforward ap-
proach, usually employed in the linearized theory [20],
where the coupling between the gravitational field and the
quantum field is described by an interaction lagrangian
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In (20) the field √ should be taken as the flat spacetime
solution of the EOM. However, at the present O(h) weak-
field approximation, it can be as well considered as the
perturbed solution, obtained from the full lagrangian

L =L0 +Lg , (21)
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is defined with respect to the pseudo-spin associated to
the two-component wavefunction √, having nothing to
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GRAPHENE & GWs: MOTIVATION

u STUDY OF GRAPHENE RESPONSE TO A WEAK GRAVITATIONAL WAVE SEEMS OF 
INTEREST AT LEAST FOR TWO REASONS: 

u – THE PECULIAR STRUCTURE OF GRAPHENE REPRESENTS AN EXCELLENT EXAMPLE 
OF CONFINED TWO-DIMENSIONAL QUANTUM SYSTEM INTERACTING WITH A 
GRAVITATIONAL PERTURBATION. 

u – THE PHYSICS OF GRAPHENE, DESCRIBED BY LOW-ENERGY DIRAC FERMIONS, IS A 
QUITE PROMISING ARENA WHERE THE INTERACTION BETWEEN GRAVITATIONAL 
WAVES AND SPINOR FIELDS CAN BE EASILY EXPLORED. 



GRAVITATIONAL INTERACTION-1 

u CONSIDER A WEAK GRAVITATIONAL PLANE WAVE, PROPAGATING ALONG THE z - DIRECTION.
u THE SPACETIME LINE ELEMENT, IN THE TRANSVERSE-TRACELESS (TT) GAUGE, READS:

u AT THE GRAPHENE SHEET, z = 0. HENCE THE GW PERTURBATION 

IS SOLELY TIME-DEPENDENT.
u NOTICE THAT  (PHYSICAL POLARIZATION STATES)

DO NOT DEPEND ON x AND y. 
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is a conserved quantity, since Ĥ0 and §̂ commute, as it can
be easily checked using the form (12) of Ĥ0
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From (14) we see that the free eigenstates √±(x) near the
Dirac points have well defined helicity or chirality, as
stated. Here, chirality can be identified with helicity, since
the low-energy excitations we are considering just behave
as massless particles. We point out that helicity (chirality)
is defined with respect to the pseudo-spin associated to
the two-component wavefunction √, having nothing to
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In (20) the field √ should be taken as the flat spacetime
solution of the EOM. However, at the present O(h) weak-
field approximation, it can be as well considered as the
perturbed solution, obtained from the full lagrangian
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0 e°i¡

ei¡ 0

!

. (12)

Notice that E = 0 conventionally refers to the Fermi energy
level.

2.1 Helicity

Near the Dirac points, low-energy excitations behave as
massless Dirac particles [see (1)]. As a consequence, they
have a well defined helicity. Define the helicity operator

§̂= 1
2
æ ·p

p
= 1

2

√
0 e°i¡

ei¡ 0

!

, (13)

where æ= (æx ,æy ). Then

§̂√±(x) =±1
2
√±(x), (14)

so the √±(x) eigenstates of the free hamiltonian Ĥ0 are
simultaneous eigenstates of §̂. Differently stated, helicity
is a conserved quantity, since Ĥ0 and §̂ commute, as it can
be easily checked using the form (12) of Ĥ0

[Ĥ0,§̂] = 0. (15)

From (14) we see that the free eigenstates √±(x) near the
Dirac points have well defined helicity or chirality, as
stated. Here, chirality can be identified with helicity, since
the low-energy excitations we are considering just behave
as massless particles. We point out that helicity (chirality)
is defined with respect to the pseudo-spin associated to
the two-component wavefunction √, having nothing to
do with the true, intrinsic electron spin.

3 Gravitational interaction

Our aim is to analyze the interaction between the mass-
less Dirac quasi-particles in a plane sheet of undoped
graphene monolayer and a weak gravitational wave. For
sake of simplicity we will consider a plane vave propagat-
ing along the z direction of the fiducial {xµ} ¥ {t , x, y, z}
reference frame, in which the graphene sheet is placed
on the z = 0 plane. The spacetime line element, in the
transverse-traceless (TT) gauge [34], reads

d s2 =
°
¥µ∫+hµ∫(t , z)

¢
d xµd x∫

= d t 2 ° (1°h+(t , z)
¢
d x2 °

°
1+h+(t , z)

¢
d y2

+ 2h£(t , z)d xd y °d z2, (16)

where h+(t , z) and h£(t , z) are the two physical polariza-
tion states (named plus and cross, respectively) of the
gravitational vave, while ¥µ∫ = di ag (1, °1, °1, °1) is the
flat Minkowski spacetime tensor. Setting z = 0 in (16),
we see that the gravitational perturbation is solely time-
dependent throughout the graphene sheet. In particular,
h+,£ do not depend on x and y . Hence, the perturbation
can be indeed considered smooth on the lattice scale. Its
Fourier transform is sharp in the momentum space, and
the two Dirac valleys can be considered independently
[5]. As already stated in Section II, this is just why we were
allowed to confine our analysis near the single K point.

Instead of working out the rather cumbersome, al-
though standard, technique required to describe a spinor
field (and the corresponding Dirac equation) in a curved
background, we will exploit a more straightforward ap-
proach, usually employed in the linearized theory [20],
where the coupling between the gravitational field and the
quantum field is described by an interaction lagrangian

Lg =°1
2

hµ∫T (0)µ∫. (17)

Here, T (0)µ∫ is the flat spacetime stress-energy tensor of
the matter field, namely

T (0)µ
∫ =

@L0

@(@µ√)
@∫√° 1

2
±
µ
∫L0. (18)

Being the last term in (18) vanishing, due to the EOM
[see (1) and (4)], from (18) we get the following relevant
components

T (0)xx =°i√†vFæ
x@x√,

T (0)y y =°i√†vFæ
y@y√,

T (0)x y =°i√†vFæ
x@y√,

T (0)y x =°i√†vFæ
y@x√, (19)

(the indexes are understood to be raised and lowered by
means of the unperturbed flat metric ¥µ∫). From (16), (19)
and (17) we obtain

Lg =°1
2

£
h+

°
T (0)xx °T (0)y y ¢

+h£
°
T (0)x y +T (0)y x¢§

= i vF

2
√†£æx (h+@x√+h£@y√)+æy (h£@x√°h+@y√)

§
.

(20)

In (20) the field √ should be taken as the flat spacetime
solution of the EOM. However, at the present O(h) weak-
field approximation, it can be as well considered as the
perturbed solution, obtained from the full lagrangian

L =L0 +Lg , (21)
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§
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In (20) the field √ should be taken as the flat spacetime
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field approximation, it can be as well considered as the
perturbed solution, obtained from the full lagrangian
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GRAVITATIONAL INTERACTION-2

u ASSUME THE FOLLOWING FORM FOR THE GW PERTURBATION

WHERE             ARE THE WAVE AMPLITUDES OF THE TWO POLARIZATION STATES
Ø INTRODUCE – FOR LATER CONVENIENCE – THE HELICITY STATES OF THE INCOMING GW:
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from which we deduce the corresponding EOM in pres-
ence of a weak gravitational wave

iæ0@0√ + i vFæ
i@i√+ 1

2
i vF

£
æx (h+@x√+h£@y√)

+ æy (h£@x√°h+@y√)
§
= 0. (22)

As said before, at the present order of approximation we
may evaluate the quantity in square brackets using the
zero-order solution for the wavefunction√(x), namely the
quantum state √i n of graphene, well before the gravita-
tional interaction (t !°1).

We will assume √i n to be the state in which all the
negative energy levels (w.r.t. the E = 0 energy value, con-
ventionally taken at the Fermi energy level) in the valence
band are occupied, namely

√i n(x) ¥√°(x) = 1
p

2

√
1

°ei¡

!

ei p·xei!t . (23)

In order this assumption is fulfilled, we will model the
gravitational wave as a gaussian pulse [23]

h+,£(t ) = H+,£e°Æ
2t 2

, (24)

where H+,£ are the wave amplitudes for each polariza-
tion state. The parameter Æ is related to the typical time
duration of the gravitational pulse, ¢t ª 1/Æ. Let us also
introduce, for later convenience, the gravitational wave
helicities [35]

e±(t ) = h+(t )® i h£(t ) = H±e°Æ
2t 2

, (25)

having defined the helicity amplitudes

H± = H+® i H£. (26)

Then, after some straightforward algebra, (22) reads

iæ0@0√ + i vFæ
i@i√

° vF p

2
p

2

√
°e2i¡e+(t )

e°i¡e°(t )

!

ei p·xei!t = 0. (27)

4 Solution of the EOM

We now look for a solution of (27). Since the gravitational
perturbation is independent of the spatial coordinates
(being the hµ∫(z, t ) evaluated at the graphene sheet loca-
tion, z = 0), the perturbed system will enjoy translational
invariance along the z = 0 plane, just like the unperturbed
one. So, the solution will have the same spatial depen-
dence as in √i n [see (23)]

√(x, t ) =
√

A(t )

B(t )

!

ei p·x, (28)

while the time dependence is now encoded in the A(t ) and
B(t) spinorial components. Substituting (28) in (27) we
obtain two coupled differential equations in the unknown
A and B

i@0 A(t )° vF p°B(t )+ vF p

2
p

2
e2i¡e+(t )ei!t = 0, (29)

i@0B(t )° vF p+A(t )° vF p

2
p

2
e°i¡e°(t )ei!t = 0, (30)

where p± = px ± i py . Notice that p+p° = p2. Taking the
time derivative of (29) and combining with (30) we get,
also using (28)

@2
0 A+!2 A = J (t ), (31)

where

J (t ) =° !2

2
p

2
(a +bt )ei!t e°Æ

2t 2
, (32)

is the source term, != vF p and the following parameters
have been introduced

a = H°e°2i¡+H+e2i¡,

b = 2iÆ2

!
H+e2i¡. (33)

The formal solution of (31), satisfying the initial condition
(23) reads

A(t ) = 1
p

2
ei!t +±A(t ), (34)

where

±A(t ) =
Z+1

°1
d t 0Gr et (t ° t 0)J (t 0) (35)

is written in terms of the appropriate retarded Green func-
tion

Gr et (t ° t 0) =
Z+1

°1
d t 0£(t ° t 0)

sin[!(t ° t 0)]
!

. (36)

A very long time after the interaction with the gravitational
wave, we can take the t !+1 limit in (35), thus obtaining

A(t ) =
h

1+ i!
4

Z+1

°1
d t 0(a +bt 0)e°Æ

2t 02
i 1
p

2
ei!t

+
h
° i!

4

Z+1

°1
d t 0(a +bt 0)e2i!t 0e°Æ

2t 02
i 1
p

2
e°i!t . (37)

So, after the interaction with the gravitational wave, the
A spinor component [satisfying the initial condition (23)]
has developed a small correction involving both negative
and positive energy values. This suggests that excitations
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Interaction Lagrangian -1

u FOLLOWING THE LINEARIZED THEORY WE WRITE THE GRAVITATIONAL INTERACTION LAGRANGIAN:

u RELEVANT COMPONENTS ARE:

u indexes are understood to be raised and lowered by means of the unperturbed flat metric
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hamiltonian can be recast in a more compact form as well

Ĥ0 = vF p

√
0 e°i¡

ei¡ 0

!

. (12)

Notice that E = 0 conventionally refers to the Fermi energy
level.

2.1 Helicity

Near the Dirac points, low-energy excitations behave as
massless Dirac particles [see (1)]. As a consequence, they
have a well defined helicity. Define the helicity operator

§̂= 1
2
æ ·p

p
= 1

2

√
0 e°i¡

ei¡ 0

!

, (13)

where æ= (æx ,æy ). Then

§̂√±(x) =±1
2
√±(x), (14)

so the √±(x) eigenstates of the free hamiltonian Ĥ0 are
simultaneous eigenstates of §̂. Differently stated, helicity
is a conserved quantity, since Ĥ0 and §̂ commute, as it can
be easily checked using the form (12) of Ĥ0

[Ĥ0,§̂] = 0. (15)

From (14) we see that the free eigenstates √±(x) near the
Dirac points have well defined helicity or chirality, as
stated. Here, chirality can be identified with helicity, since
the low-energy excitations we are considering just behave
as massless particles. We point out that helicity (chirality)
is defined with respect to the pseudo-spin associated to
the two-component wavefunction √, having nothing to
do with the true, intrinsic electron spin.

3 Gravitational interaction

Our aim is to analyze the interaction between the mass-
less Dirac quasi-particles in a plane sheet of undoped
graphene monolayer and a weak gravitational wave. For
sake of simplicity we will consider a plane vave propagat-
ing along the z direction of the fiducial {xµ} ¥ {t , x, y, z}
reference frame, in which the graphene sheet is placed
on the z = 0 plane. The spacetime line element, in the
transverse-traceless (TT) gauge [34], reads

d s2 =
°
¥µ∫+hµ∫(t , z)

¢
d xµd x∫

= d t 2 ° (1°h+(t , z)
¢
d x2 °

°
1+h+(t , z)

¢
d y2

+ 2h£(t , z)d xd y °d z2, (16)

where h+(t , z) and h£(t , z) are the two physical polariza-
tion states (named plus and cross, respectively) of the
gravitational vave, while ¥µ∫ = di ag (1, °1, °1, °1) is the
flat Minkowski spacetime tensor. Setting z = 0 in (16),
we see that the gravitational perturbation is solely time-
dependent throughout the graphene sheet. In particular,
h+,£ do not depend on x and y . Hence, the perturbation
can be indeed considered smooth on the lattice scale. Its
Fourier transform is sharp in the momentum space, and
the two Dirac valleys can be considered independently
[5]. As already stated in Section II, this is just why we were
allowed to confine our analysis near the single K point.

Instead of working out the rather cumbersome, al-
though standard, technique required to describe a spinor
field (and the corresponding Dirac equation) in a curved
background, we will exploit a more straightforward ap-
proach, usually employed in the linearized theory [20],
where the coupling between the gravitational field and the
quantum field is described by an interaction lagrangian

Lg =°1
2

hµ∫T (0)µ∫. (17)

Here, T (0)µ∫ is the flat spacetime stress-energy tensor of
the matter field, namely

T (0)µ
∫ =

@L0

@(@µ√)
@∫√° 1

2
±
µ
∫L0. (18)

Being the last term in (18) vanishing, due to the EOM
[see (1) and (4)], from (18) we get the following relevant
components

T (0)xx =°i√†vFæ
x@x√,

T (0)y y =°i√†vFæ
y@y√,

T (0)x y =°i√†vFæ
x@y√,

T (0)y x =°i√†vFæ
y@x√, (19)

(the indexes are understood to be raised and lowered by
means of the unperturbed flat metric ¥µ∫). From (16), (19)
and (17) we obtain

Lg =°1
2

£
h+

°
T (0)xx °T (0)y y ¢

+h£
°
T (0)x y +T (0)y x¢§

= i vF

2
√†£æx (h+@x√+h£@y√)+æy (h£@x√°h+@y√)

§
.

(20)

In (20) the field √ should be taken as the flat spacetime
solution of the EOM. However, at the present O(h) weak-
field approximation, it can be as well considered as the
perturbed solution, obtained from the full lagrangian

L =L0 +Lg , (21)
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hamiltonian can be recast in a more compact form as well
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Notice that E = 0 conventionally refers to the Fermi energy
level.

2.1 Helicity

Near the Dirac points, low-energy excitations behave as
massless Dirac particles [see (1)]. As a consequence, they
have a well defined helicity. Define the helicity operator
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where æ= (æx ,æy ). Then

§̂√±(x) =±1
2
√±(x), (14)

so the √±(x) eigenstates of the free hamiltonian Ĥ0 are
simultaneous eigenstates of §̂. Differently stated, helicity
is a conserved quantity, since Ĥ0 and §̂ commute, as it can
be easily checked using the form (12) of Ĥ0

[Ĥ0,§̂] = 0. (15)

From (14) we see that the free eigenstates √±(x) near the
Dirac points have well defined helicity or chirality, as
stated. Here, chirality can be identified with helicity, since
the low-energy excitations we are considering just behave
as massless particles. We point out that helicity (chirality)
is defined with respect to the pseudo-spin associated to
the two-component wavefunction √, having nothing to
do with the true, intrinsic electron spin.

3 Gravitational interaction

Our aim is to analyze the interaction between the mass-
less Dirac quasi-particles in a plane sheet of undoped
graphene monolayer and a weak gravitational wave. For
sake of simplicity we will consider a plane vave propagat-
ing along the z direction of the fiducial {xµ} ¥ {t , x, y, z}
reference frame, in which the graphene sheet is placed
on the z = 0 plane. The spacetime line element, in the
transverse-traceless (TT) gauge [34], reads
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°
¥µ∫+hµ∫(t , z)

¢
d xµd x∫

= d t 2 ° (1°h+(t , z)
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where h+(t , z) and h£(t , z) are the two physical polariza-
tion states (named plus and cross, respectively) of the
gravitational vave, while ¥µ∫ = di ag (1, °1, °1, °1) is the
flat Minkowski spacetime tensor. Setting z = 0 in (16),
we see that the gravitational perturbation is solely time-
dependent throughout the graphene sheet. In particular,
h+,£ do not depend on x and y . Hence, the perturbation
can be indeed considered smooth on the lattice scale. Its
Fourier transform is sharp in the momentum space, and
the two Dirac valleys can be considered independently
[5]. As already stated in Section II, this is just why we were
allowed to confine our analysis near the single K point.

Instead of working out the rather cumbersome, al-
though standard, technique required to describe a spinor
field (and the corresponding Dirac equation) in a curved
background, we will exploit a more straightforward ap-
proach, usually employed in the linearized theory [20],
where the coupling between the gravitational field and the
quantum field is described by an interaction lagrangian
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§
.
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In (20) the field √ should be taken as the flat spacetime
solution of the EOM. However, at the present O(h) weak-
field approximation, it can be as well considered as the
perturbed solution, obtained from the full lagrangian

L =L0 +Lg , (21)
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from which we deduce the corresponding EOM in pres-
ence of a weak gravitational wave

iæ0@0√ + i vFæ
i@i√+ 1

2
i vF

£
æx (h+@x√+h£@y√)

+ æy (h£@x√°h+@y√)
§
= 0. (22)

As said before, at the present order of approximation we
may evaluate the quantity in square brackets using the
zero-order solution for the wavefunction√(x), namely the
quantum state √i n of graphene, well before the gravita-
tional interaction (t !°1).

We will assume √i n to be the state in which all the
negative energy levels (w.r.t. the E = 0 energy value, con-
ventionally taken at the Fermi energy level) in the valence
band are occupied, namely

√i n(x) ¥√°(x) = 1
p

2

√
1

°ei¡

!

ei p·xei!t . (23)

In order this assumption is fulfilled, we will model the
gravitational wave as a gaussian pulse [23]

h+,£(t ) = H+,£e°Æ
2t 2

, (24)

where H+,£ are the wave amplitudes for each polariza-
tion state. The parameter Æ is related to the typical time
duration of the gravitational pulse, ¢t ª 1/Æ. Let us also
introduce, for later convenience, the gravitational wave
helicities [35]

e±(t ) = h+(t )® i h£(t ) = H±e°Æ
2t 2

, (25)

having defined the helicity amplitudes

H± = H+® i H£. (26)

Then, after some straightforward algebra, (22) reads

iæ0@0√ + i vFæ
i@i√

° vF p

2
p

2

√
°e2i¡e+(t )

e°i¡e°(t )

!

ei p·xei!t = 0. (27)

4 Solution of the EOM

We now look for a solution of (27). Since the gravitational
perturbation is independent of the spatial coordinates
(being the hµ∫(z, t ) evaluated at the graphene sheet loca-
tion, z = 0), the perturbed system will enjoy translational
invariance along the z = 0 plane, just like the unperturbed
one. So, the solution will have the same spatial depen-
dence as in √i n [see (23)]

√(x, t ) =
√

A(t )

B(t )

!

ei p·x, (28)

while the time dependence is now encoded in the A(t ) and
B(t) spinorial components. Substituting (28) in (27) we
obtain two coupled differential equations in the unknown
A and B

i@0 A(t )° vF p°B(t )+ vF p

2
p

2
e2i¡e+(t )ei!t = 0, (29)

i@0B(t )° vF p+A(t )° vF p

2
p

2
e°i¡e°(t )ei!t = 0, (30)

where p± = px ± i py . Notice that p+p° = p2. Taking the
time derivative of (29) and combining with (30) we get,
also using (28)

@2
0 A+!2 A = J (t ), (31)

where

J (t ) =° !2

2
p

2
(a +bt )ei!t e°Æ

2t 2
, (32)

is the source term, != vF p and the following parameters
have been introduced

a = H°e°2i¡+H+e2i¡,

b = 2iÆ2

!
H+e2i¡. (33)

The formal solution of (31), satisfying the initial condition
(23) reads

A(t ) = 1
p

2
ei!t +±A(t ), (34)

where

±A(t ) =
Z+1

°1
d t 0Gr et (t ° t 0)J (t 0) (35)

is written in terms of the appropriate retarded Green func-
tion

Gr et (t ° t 0) =
Z+1

°1
d t 0£(t ° t 0)

sin[!(t ° t 0)]
!

. (36)

A very long time after the interaction with the gravitational
wave, we can take the t !+1 limit in (35), thus obtaining

A(t ) =
h

1+ i!
4

Z+1

°1
d t 0(a +bt 0)e°Æ

2t 02
i 1
p

2
ei!t

+
h
° i!

4

Z+1

°1
d t 0(a +bt 0)e2i!t 0e°Æ

2t 02
i 1
p

2
e°i!t . (37)

So, after the interaction with the gravitational wave, the
A spinor component [satisfying the initial condition (23)]
has developed a small correction involving both negative
and positive energy values. This suggests that excitations
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So, after the interaction with the gravitational wave, the
A spinor component [satisfying the initial condition (23)]
has developed a small correction involving both negative
and positive energy values. This suggests that excitations
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gravitational wave has H£ = 0,¬ = 0. The electron-hole
pair creation probability is suppressed along the direc-
tions characterized by the condition

H+ sin2¡°H£ cos2¡= 0 , sin(2¡°¬) = 0. (58)

For comparison, in Fig.1 it is also plotted the angular dis-
tribution of the particle-antiparticle creation probability
Pscal (p,¡) for an hypothetical 2+1D massless scalar field,
living in the z = 0 plane and interacting with the same
gravitational wave. As shown in Appendix C, the corre-
sponding probability distribution is

Pscal (p,¡) = º!2H 2

4Æ2 e°2!2/Æ2
cos2(2¡°¬). (59)

So, the spinor and scalar probabilities are in quadrature.
A naîve study of pair creation in graphene could have

led to consider (59) as an obvious result, since it basically
reproduces the quadrupolar (spin-2) pattern of the incom-
ing gravitational wave strain. Comparison of (57) and (59)
shows indeed that this is not the case when the involved
quantum field carries a (pseudo-)spin. Actually the prob-
ability distribution appears rotated by º/4 in the z = 0
plane with respect to the scalar field case.

This rotation is closely related to the peculiar role
played by helicity in graphene, as we will see below.

5.2 Relationship with helicity

Recall that low-energy excitations in graphene enjoy helic-
ity conservation in absence of external perturbations. So,
when a gravitational wave perturbs the system, electron-
hole pairs can be created, provided helicity conservation
is violated. Hence, we expect no pair creation if helicity is
preserved.

To explore in more detail the relationship between
pair creation and helicity conservation, let us write the
full hamiltonian Ĥ = Ĥ0+ Ĥg for the interacting quantum
system. Looking at (22) we easily derive the matrix form
of the gravitational correction to Ĥ0

Ĥg = vF p

√
0 1

2 e+(t )ei¡

1
2 e°(t )e°i¡ 0

!

. (60)

Evaluating the commutator [Ĥ ,§̂] = [Ĥ0,§̂]+ [Ĥg ,§̂] we
immediately find, recalling that [Ĥ0,§̂] = 0, see (15)

[Ĥ ,§̂] =° i!
4

e°Æ
2t 2°

H°e°2i¡°H+e2i¡¢
æz . (61)

Comparing (61) and (54) we find that the condition for he-
licity conservation ([Ĥ ,§̂] = 0) is the same required so that

S = 1/2

S = 0
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Figure 1 Polar plot of P (p,¡) (in arbitrary radial units) as a

function of ¡= arctan(py /px ), namely the direction of prop-

agation of the electronic wave in the graphene sheet (thick

line), for a given value of p, after the interaction with a grav-

itational wave pulse (H£ = 0, ¬ = 0). The dashed line rep-

resents the corresponding particle-antiparticle creation prob-

ability Pscal (p,¡) in the case of a 2+1D massless scalar

field, in the same gravitational wave background. Notice that

Pscal (p,¡) has just the same quadrupolar pattern as that of

the gravitational wave strain. In the case of the spinor field,

describing the (pseudo-)spin 1/2 electronic wavefunction in

graphene, P (p,¡) appears rotated by a º/4 angle in the plane

z = 0. Such rotation is related to helicity, whose conservation

has been influenced by the gravitational interaction. See text

for further details.

pair creation is suppressed [see (58)]. Given a gravitational
wave with definite H+ and H£ polarizations, the condi-
tion (58) selects those directions in the plane z = 0 along
which helicity is conserved and pair creation is forbidden.

We can specify such directions finding the values of
¡hp (hp=helicity-preserving) corresponding to lack of par-
ticle creation. From (58) we find

¡hp = 1
2

arctan
≥ H£

H+

¥
+k

º

2
, k = {0, ...,3}. (62)

We can finally draw the following conclusions
– a weak gravitational wave (here modeled as a gravita-

tional pulse) can create - in principle - low-energy exci-
tations out of an initially filled valence band, giving rise
to electron-hole pair production;
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Helicity generally not conserved
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from which we deduce the corresponding EOM in pres-
ence of a weak gravitational wave

iæ0@0√ + i vFæ
i@i√+ 1

2
i vF

£
æx (h+@x√+h£@y√)

+ æy (h£@x√°h+@y√)
§
= 0. (22)

As said before, at the present order of approximation we
may evaluate the quantity in square brackets using the
zero-order solution for the wavefunction√(x), namely the
quantum state √i n of graphene, well before the gravita-
tional interaction (t !°1).

We will assume √i n to be the state in which all the
negative energy levels (w.r.t. the E = 0 energy value, con-
ventionally taken at the Fermi energy level) in the valence
band are occupied, namely

√i n(x) ¥√°(x) = 1
p

2

√
1

°ei¡

!

ei p·xei!t . (23)

In order this assumption is fulfilled, we will model the
gravitational wave as a gaussian pulse [23]

h+,£(t ) = H+,£e°Æ
2t 2

, (24)

where H+,£ are the wave amplitudes for each polariza-
tion state. The parameter Æ is related to the typical time
duration of the gravitational pulse, ¢t ª 1/Æ. Let us also
introduce, for later convenience, the gravitational wave
helicities [35]

e±(t ) = h+(t )® i h£(t ) = H±e°Æ
2t 2

, (25)

having defined the helicity amplitudes

H± = H+® i H£. (26)

Then, after some straightforward algebra, (22) reads

iæ0@0√ + i vFæ
i@i√

° vF p

2
p

2

√
°e2i¡e+(t )

e°i¡e°(t )

!

ei p·xei!t = 0. (27)

4 Solution of the EOM

We now look for a solution of (27). Since the gravitational
perturbation is independent of the spatial coordinates
(being the hµ∫(z, t ) evaluated at the graphene sheet loca-
tion, z = 0), the perturbed system will enjoy translational
invariance along the z = 0 plane, just like the unperturbed
one. So, the solution will have the same spatial depen-
dence as in √i n [see (23)]

√(x, t ) =
√

A(t )

B(t )

!

ei p·x, (28)

while the time dependence is now encoded in the A(t ) and
B(t) spinorial components. Substituting (28) in (27) we
obtain two coupled differential equations in the unknown
A and B

i@0 A(t )° vF p°B(t )+ vF p

2
p

2
e2i¡e+(t )ei!t = 0, (29)

i@0B(t )° vF p+A(t )° vF p

2
p

2
e°i¡e°(t )ei!t = 0, (30)

where p± = px ± i py . Notice that p+p° = p2. Taking the
time derivative of (29) and combining with (30) we get,
also using (28)

@2
0 A+!2 A = J (t ), (31)

where

J (t ) =° !2

2
p

2
(a +bt )ei!t e°Æ

2t 2
, (32)

is the source term, != vF p and the following parameters
have been introduced

a = H°e°2i¡+H+e2i¡,

b = 2iÆ2

!
H+e2i¡. (33)

The formal solution of (31), satisfying the initial condition
(23) reads

A(t ) = 1
p

2
ei!t +±A(t ), (34)

where

±A(t ) =
Z+1

°1
d t 0Gr et (t ° t 0)J (t 0) (35)

is written in terms of the appropriate retarded Green func-
tion

Gr et (t ° t 0) =
Z+1

°1
d t 0£(t ° t 0)

sin[!(t ° t 0)]
!

. (36)

A very long time after the interaction with the gravitational
wave, we can take the t !+1 limit in (35), thus obtaining

A(t ) =
h

1+ i!
4

Z+1

°1
d t 0(a +bt 0)e°Æ

2t 02
i 1
p

2
ei!t

+
h
° i!

4

Z+1

°1
d t 0(a +bt 0)e2i!t 0e°Æ

2t 02
i 1
p

2
e°i!t . (37)

So, after the interaction with the gravitational wave, the
A spinor component [satisfying the initial condition (23)]
has developed a small correction involving both negative
and positive energy values. This suggests that excitations
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from (65) and (78) we get, at t !+1, the transition am-
plitude to a final (antiparticle) state'out (x) = 1p

2!
ep·xei!t

reads

A f √i =°i
Z+1

°1
d t'§

out Hg (t )'i n

= °i
Z+1

°1
d t

p2H
2!

°
cos2¡cos¬+ sin2¡sin¬

¢
e2i!t e°Æ

2t 2

= ° i pH
p
º

2Æ
e°!

2/Æ2
cos(2¡°¬), (83)

where use of the definitions (56) has been made (recall
that p =!> 0). The corresponding particle-antiparticle
creation probability is

Pscal (p,¡) = |A f √i |2 =
º!2H 2

4Æ2 e°2!2/Æ2
cos2(2¡°¬). (84)

Comparison with (57) shows that the two creation proba-
bilities are in quadrature.

Key words. Gravitational Waves, Graphene.
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d t√†

+Hg (t )√°. (85)
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such a naive belief doesn’t account for a further degree
of freedom characterizing a spinorial field, the helicity,
which - under certain conditions - behaves as a conserved
quantity (i.e., the helicity operator §̂ commutes with the
Hamiltonian, [Ĥ ,§̂] = 0). Infact, considering the condi-
tions leading to helicity conservation, we found that he-
licity is preserved just along the same spatial directions
in the graphene sheet where pair creation is suppressed.
Recall that helicity is the projection of the pseudo-spin
along the momentum. Electrons in the conduction band
have positive helicity, holes in the valence band have neg-
ative helicity. Pair creation guarantees momentum con-
servation (the gravitational perturbation - being solely
time-dependent - does preserve the translational symme-
try along the graphene sheet), but not helicity conserva-
tion, since opposite momenta imply a net overall helicity
change. Hence pair creation is allowed provided helicity
is not conserved. With a bit of imagination we may think
that, when the gravitational interaction induces pair cre-
ation, the pairs are - so to say - rotated away from the
zones where helicity is preserved towards those regions
where [Ĥ ,§̂] 6= 0 allows for their coming into existence.

Concerning the overall number density of created
electron-hole pairs, it is indeed very small, as expected.
Furthermore, the present simple analysis was unavoid-
ably based on an idealized model of a graphene sheet,
hence discarding other effects due to impurities, lattice
defects, electron-hole recombination (also related to the
Auger effect [39]) and so on.

In spite of the above difficulties, it may be that im-
proved quantum metrology techniques [29], like those
proposed in [25, 27], become effective in gravitational
wave signal extraction from experimental configurations
involving graphene or other similar nanomaterials. Also,
more realistic gravitational waveforms (like those ex-
pected from periodic sources) could give rise to paramet-
ric pair creation effects growing with the integration time,
as discussed in Appendix A.

Finally, notice that the pair creation effect is increased
as the Fermi velocity vF gets smaller, see (64). Search for
Weyl semimetals characterized by very small values of vF

[37] could offer a further chance to enhance the discussed
effect.

Apart from its experimental detectability, the effect
offers an interesting example of interaction at nanoscale
between a non-trivial two-dimensional quantum system
and a time-dependent gravitational background. The well-
known strong analogy between the quantum theoretical
description of graphene and the standard quantum field
theory, could also suggest a similar analysis in different
physical contexts, involving both the nanoscale (where
the present approach could be extended to other inter-

esting materials, as Dirac and Weyl semimetals [38] in
the condensed matter framework) as well as astrophysi-
cal or cosmological scales, where the interaction between
gravitational waves and spin-1/2 fermionic matter could
indeed play a relevant role.
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A Periodic gravitational wave

When the initial and final states involved in a transition
are known, and the full form of the wavefunction repre-
senting the time evolution of the state superposition is
not of main concern, it is possible (and less expensive)
to evaluate the transition amplitude A f √i and the corre-
sponding transition probability P f √i = |A f √i |2 using the
well-known result of the time-dependent perturbation
theory [32]

A f √i (t ) =°i
Zt

t0

d t 0h f |Hg (t 0)|i i. (65)

In the case of the gravitational pulse considered in the
text, we can take t0 !°1 and t !+1 in (65). Expanding
the integrand in the basis (11) we write

A f √i (t ) =°i
Z+1

°1
d t√†

+Hg (t )√°. (66)

From (60) and (25) we obtain

A f √i =°!
p
º

4Æ
e°!

2/Æ2°
H+e2i¡°H°e°2i¡¢

, (67)

from which we get

P f √i =
!2ºH 2

4Æ2 e°2!2/Æ2
sin2(2¡°¬), (68)

representing the probability of electron-hole pair creation
from an initially (t !°1) filled valence band as a conse-
quence of the interaction with a weak impulsive gravita-
tional wave. Notice that (68) agrees with (59), as expected.

The above procedure can be usefully employed when
considering different gravitational waveforms. For exam-
ple, in the case of a periodic gravitational perturbation,
whose interaction with the quantum system begins at a
time t = 0,

e±(t ) = H±e°i!g t , (69)
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Throughout the paper, unless otherwise specified, use
has been made of natural units: c = 1, fl= 1, G = 1. Greek
indices take values from 0 to 3. The metric signature is °2,
with determinant g .

2 Dirac-Weyl equation for a monolayer

graphene sheet

The equations of motion (EOM) and the Hamiltonian for
the electron wavefunction √(x) in a monolayer graphene
sheet near the K Dirac point, in the low-energy limit, can
be formally obtained from a 2+1D Weyl lagrangian [5, 30,
31, 33]

L 0 = i√†(x)
°
æ0@0 + vFæ

i@i
¢
√(x), i = {x, y}, (1)

where x = (t ,x), x = (x, y) and the graphene sheet has been
taken to lie in the x y°plane of a fiducial reference frame
{xµ} ¥ {t , x, y, z}. vF is the Fermi velocity and

æ0 =
√

1 0

0 1

!

, æx =
√

0 1

1 0

!

,

æy =
√

0 °i

i 0

!

, æz =
√

1 0

0 °1

!

(2)

are the Pauli matrices, which operate in the space of the
electron amplitude on the two lattice sites A and B. The
electronic wavefunction is described by a two-component
wavefunction (a bispinor)

√(x) =
√
√A(x)

√B (x)

!

, (3)

which we will call pseudo-spin. As pointed out in the In-
troduction, in graphene we have a four-fold degeneracy
due to the above cited sublattice pseudo-spin and to the
valley pseudo-spin, the latter reflecting the fact that we
can consider each of the two Dirac points K and K 0 at the
corner of the Brillouin zone. Hence, the full form of the
wavefunction should be a four-component spinor.

However, if the external interaction is represented by
a smooth potential, whose Fourier transform is sharp in
the momentum space, then the two Dirac valleys can be
considered independently [5], so that we can limit our-
selves to the analysis of the Dirac-Weyl equation near a
single Dirac point. In what follows we will consider a weak
gravitational wave, propagating normally to the graphene
sheet, along the z° direction. As we will see in section
III, in such case the gravitational potentials have no spa-
tial dependence along the x and y directions, so that the

smoothness of the gravitational perturbation is undoubt-
edly fulfilled. From now on, we will assume to work just
near the K Dirac point.

From the lagrangian (1) we easily deduce the EOM for
the free bispinor √(x) (i.e., when no external perturbing
field is present)

i vFæ
i@i√(x) =°iæ0@0√(x), i = {x, y}, (4)

or, in matrix form

vF

√
0 @x ° i@y

@x + i@y 0

!√
√A(x)

√B (x)

!

=°@0

√
√A(x)

√B (x)

!

. (5)

We look for a solution having the form

√(x) = N

√
A

B

!

ei p·xe°i!t , !> 0, (6)

with N being an overall normalization constant and p =
(px , py ). Placing (6) in (5) we write

H0

√
A

B

!

= E

√
A

B

!

, (7)

where

Ĥ0 = vF

√
0 px ° i py

px + i py 0

!

(8)

is the free Hamiltonian. The eigenvalues of Ĥ0 are E± =
±!, where p =

q
p2

x +p2
y and ! = vF p > 0. The corre-

sponding normalized eigenstates are

√+(x) = 1
p

2

√
1

ei¡

!

ei p·xe°i!t , (9)

whose eigenenergy is E+ =+vF p =!> 0, and

√°(x) = 1
p

2

√
1

°ei¡

!

ei p·xei!t , (10)

whose eigenenergy is E° = °vF p = °! < 0. Throughout
the paper, the total surface area S of the graphene sheet
is taken to be S = 1.¡= arctan(py /px ) gives the direction
of propagation of the electronic wave w.r.t. the fiducial
reference frame. The above eigenstates are sometimes
written in a more compact form, introducing the band
index ª=±1

√±(x) = 1
p

2

√
1

ªei¡

!

ei p·xe°ªi!t . (11)

ª=+1 refers to √+(x) in the conduction band (CB) while
ª=°1 refers to √°(x) in the valence band (VB). The free
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gravitational wave has H£ = 0,¬ = 0. The electron-hole
pair creation probability is suppressed along the direc-
tions characterized by the condition

H+ sin2¡°H£ cos2¡= 0 , sin(2¡°¬) = 0. (58)

For comparison, in Fig.1 it is also plotted the angular dis-
tribution of the particle-antiparticle creation probability
Pscal (p,¡) for an hypothetical 2+1D massless scalar field,
living in the z = 0 plane and interacting with the same
gravitational wave. As shown in Appendix C, the corre-
sponding probability distribution is

Pscal (p,¡) = º!2H 2

4Æ2 e°2!2/Æ2
cos2(2¡°¬). (59)

So, the spinor and scalar probabilities are in quadrature.
A naîve study of pair creation in graphene could have

led to consider (59) as an obvious result, since it basically
reproduces the quadrupolar (spin-2) pattern of the incom-
ing gravitational wave strain. Comparison of (57) and (59)
shows indeed that this is not the case when the involved
quantum field carries a (pseudo-)spin. Actually the prob-
ability distribution appears rotated by º/4 in the z = 0
plane with respect to the scalar field case.

This rotation is closely related to the peculiar role
played by helicity in graphene, as we will see below.

5.2 Relationship with helicity

Recall that low-energy excitations in graphene enjoy helic-
ity conservation in absence of external perturbations. So,
when a gravitational wave perturbs the system, electron-
hole pairs can be created, provided helicity conservation
is violated. Hence, we expect no pair creation if helicity is
preserved.

To explore in more detail the relationship between
pair creation and helicity conservation, let us write the
full hamiltonian Ĥ = Ĥ0+ Ĥg for the interacting quantum
system. Looking at (22) we easily derive the matrix form
of the gravitational correction to Ĥ0

Ĥg = vF p

√
0 1

2 e+(t )ei¡

1
2 e°(t )e°i¡ 0

!

. (60)

Evaluating the commutator [Ĥ ,§̂] = [Ĥ0,§̂]+ [Ĥg ,§̂] we
immediately find, recalling that [Ĥ0,§̂] = 0, see (15)

[Ĥ ,§̂] =° i!
4

e°Æ
2t 2°

H°e°2i¡°H+e2i¡¢
æz . (61)

Comparing (61) and (54) we find that the condition for he-
licity conservation ([Ĥ ,§̂] = 0) is the same required so that

S = 1/2

S = 0

!1.0 !0.5 0.5 1.0

!1.0

!0.5

0.5

1.0

Figure 1 Polar plot of P (p,¡) (in arbitrary radial units) as a

function of ¡= arctan(py /px ), namely the direction of prop-

agation of the electronic wave in the graphene sheet (thick

line), for a given value of p, after the interaction with a grav-

itational wave pulse (H£ = 0, ¬ = 0). The dashed line rep-

resents the corresponding particle-antiparticle creation prob-

ability Pscal (p,¡) in the case of a 2+1D massless scalar

field, in the same gravitational wave background. Notice that

Pscal (p,¡) has just the same quadrupolar pattern as that of

the gravitational wave strain. In the case of the spinor field,

describing the (pseudo-)spin 1/2 electronic wavefunction in

graphene, P (p,¡) appears rotated by a º/4 angle in the plane

z = 0. Such rotation is related to helicity, whose conservation

has been influenced by the gravitational interaction. See text

for further details.

pair creation is suppressed [see (58)]. Given a gravitational
wave with definite H+ and H£ polarizations, the condi-
tion (58) selects those directions in the plane z = 0 along
which helicity is conserved and pair creation is forbidden.

We can specify such directions finding the values of
¡hp (hp=helicity-preserving) corresponding to lack of par-
ticle creation. From (58) we find

¡hp = 1
2

arctan
≥ H£

H+

¥
+k

º

2
, k = {0, ...,3}. (62)

We can finally draw the following conclusions
– a weak gravitational wave (here modeled as a gravita-

tional pulse) can create - in principle - low-energy exci-
tations out of an initially filled valence band, giving rise
to electron-hole pair production;

8 Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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from (65) and (78) we get, at t !+1, the transition am-
plitude to a final (antiparticle) state'out (x) = 1p

2!
ep·xei!t

reads

A f √i =°i
Z+1

°1
d t'§

out Hg (t )'i n

= °i
Z+1

°1
d t

p2H
2!

°
cos2¡cos¬+ sin2¡sin¬

¢
e2i!t e°Æ

2t 2

= ° i pH
p
º

2Æ
e°!

2/Æ2
cos(2¡°¬), (83)

where use of the definitions (56) has been made (recall
that p =!> 0). The corresponding particle-antiparticle
creation probability is

Pscal (p,¡) = |A f √i |2 =
º!2H 2

4Æ2 e°2!2/Æ2
cos2(2¡°¬). (84)

Comparison with (57) shows that the two creation proba-
bilities are in quadrature.

Key words. Gravitational Waves, Graphene.
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A f √i (t ) =°i
Z+T /2

°T /2
d t√†

+Hg (t )√°. (85)

A f √i (t ) = i!
4

sin
≥

2!°!g
2 T

¥

2!°!g
2

≥
H+e2i¡°H°e°2i¡

¥
(86)
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– electron-hole pair creation is forbidden along those
directions where the interaction with the gravitational
wave guarantees helicity conservation;

– such privileged directions are thus closely related to the
polarization plane of the gravitational wave.

– due to the (pseudo-)spin 1/2, the pair creation proba-
bility shows an angular distribution rotated by º/2 w.r.t.
the pair creation probability distribution expected in
the case of a 2+1D massless scalar (i.e., spin 0) field.

5.3 Electron-hole pair number density

For sake of completeness, let us give an estimate of the
number density n of created electron-hole pairs, after the
interaction with the gravitational wave

n = 2
(2º)2

Z
d 2p|vp |2, (63)

where the factor 2 accounts for the electron spin. Using
(55) we easily evaluate (63) in polar coordinates {p,¡}
(recall that != vF p)

n =
v2

F H 2

8ºÆ2

Z+1

0
d p

Z2º

0
d¡p3e°2v2

F p2/Æ2
sin2(2¡°¬)

=
v2

F H 2

8Æ2

Z+1

0
d p p3e°2v2

F p2/Æ2 = Æ2H 2

64v2
F

. (64)

As expected, the obtained value is very small 1. This
is partly due to the impulsive form of the gravitational
wave. Actually, such wave profile was chosen only for
computational convenience. More realistic gravitational
waveforms, as those expected, e.g., from (quasi) peri-
odic sources (see Appendix A) could indeed give rise to
electron-hole pair number density increasing with the
integration time [see (71)]. So, it may be that refined quan-
tum metrology techniques [29], like those discussed in
[25, 27], allow in a not-so-far future for gravitational wave
signal extraction from suitable experimental configura-
tions, involving graphene or other Dirac-Weyl nanomate-
rials sharing very small values of vF [36, 37].

We point out that our present simple analysis has
been carried on taking into account an idealized model
of monolayer graphene sheet, hence discarding other ef-
fects due to impurities, lattice defects and electron-hole

1 Although we are working in the low-energy limit, i.e., near
the tip of the K Dirac cone, the +1 upper integration limit
can be taken as well, thanks to the rapid convergence of the
integrand.

recombination [38], whose influence should deserve - in
our opinion - a future deeper investigation.

Apart from the experimental point of view, the ob-
tained results seem nevertheless interesting (at least on
theoretical grounds), since they represent a nice example
of interaction between a mesoscopic two-dimensional
quantum system (a graphene sheet, in the present case)
and a time-dependent gravitational background, in which
the role of helicity is highlighted.

6 Concluding remarks

In this paper we have considered the response of a mono-
layer undoped graphene sheet to a weak, impulsive grav-
itational wave, propagating along the direction perpen-
dicular to the sheet. In the low-energy limit, electrons in
the conduction band and holes in the valence band are
known to behave as massless excitations carrying a sub-
lattice pseudo-spin. The latter is encoded in a bispinor
obeying a massless Dirac equation. Taking as initial state
(t !°1) the one characterized by a filled valence band,
we have solved the Dirac equation in presence of the grav-
itational wave, thus obtaining the time evolution of the
electronic wavefunction. A long time after the interaction
with the gravitational pulse (t !+1), the wavefunction
evolved into a superposition of two modes describing
electron-hole pairs created as a consequence of the gravi-
tational interaction. The amplitudes of such two modes,
namely the Bogolubov coefficients, have been evaluated
and subsequently used to determine the probability of
electron-hole pair creation in the graphene sheet.

One of the most striking results is that pair creation is
suppressed along those directions where the two polar-
ization states of the gravitational strain, h+,£(t), should
drive most efficiently electron-hole excitation, just as ob-
served in the case of the same gravitational interaction
with a massless scalar field (see Appendix C). However,
such a naive belief doesn’t account for a further degree
of freedom characterizing a spinorial field, the helicity,
which - under certain conditions - behaves as a conserved
quantity (i.e., the helicity operator §̂ commutes with the
Hamiltonian, [Ĥ ,§̂] = 0). Infact, considering the condi-
tions leading to helicity conservation, we found that he-
licity is preserved just along the same spatial directions
in the graphene sheet where pair creation is suppressed.
Recall that helicity is the projection of the pseudo-spin
along the momentum. Electrons in the conduction band
have positive helicity, holes in the valence band have neg-
ative helicity. Pair creation guarantees momentum con-
servation (the gravitational perturbation - being solely

Copyright line will be provided by the publisher 9
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time-dependent - does preserve the translational symme-
try along the graphene sheet), but not helicity conserva-
tion, since opposite momenta imply a net overall helicity
change. Hence pair creation is allowed provided helicity
is not conserved. With a bit of imagination we may think
that, when the gravitational interaction induces pair cre-
ation, the pairs are - so to say - rotated away from the
zones where helicity is preserved towards those regions
where [Ĥ ,§̂] 6= 0 allows for their coming into existence.

Concerning the overall number density of created
electron-hole pairs, it is indeed very small, as expected.
Furthermore, the present simple analysis was unavoid-
ably based on an idealized model of a graphene sheet,
hence discarding other effects due to impurities, lattice
defects, electron-hole recombination (also related to the
Auger effect [38]) and so on.

In spite of the above difficulties, it may be that im-
proved quantum metrology techniques [29], like those
proposed in [25, 27], become effective in gravitational
wave signal extraction from experimental configurations
involving graphene or other similar nanomaterials. Also,
more realistic gravitational waveforms (like those ex-
pected from periodic sources) could give rise to paramet-
ric pair creation effects growing with the integration time,
as discussed in Appendix A.

Finally, notice that the pair creation effect is increased
as the Fermi velocity vF gets smaller, see (64). Search for
Weyl semimetals characterized by very small values of vF

[36] could offer a further chance to enhance the discussed
effect.

Apart from its experimental detectability, the effect
offers an interesting example of interaction at nanoscale
between a non-trivial two-dimensional quantum system
and a time-dependent gravitational background. The well-
known strong analogy between the quantum theoretical
description of graphene and the standard quantum field
theory, could also suggest a similar analysis in different
physical contexts, involving both the nanoscale (where
the present approach could be extended to other inter-
esting materials, as Dirac and Weyl semimetals [37] in
the condensed matter framework) as well as astrophysi-
cal or cosmological scales, where the interaction between
gravitational waves and spin-1/2 fermionic matter could
indeed play a relevant role.
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A Periodic gravitational wave

When the initial and final states involved in a transition
are known, and the full form of the wavefunction repre-
senting the time evolution of the state superposition is
not of main concern, it is possible (and less expensive)
to evaluate the transition amplitude A f √i and the corre-
sponding transition probability P f √i = |A f √i |2 using the
well-known result of the time-dependent perturbation
theory [32]

A f √i (t ) =°i
Zt

t0

d t 0h f |Hg (t 0)|i i. (65)

In the case of the gravitational pulse considered in the
text, we can take t0 !°1 and t !+1 in (65). Expanding
the integrand in the basis (11) we write

A f √i (t ) =°i
Z+1

°1
d t√†

+Hg (t )√°. (66)

From (60) and (25) we obtain

A f √i =°!
p
º

4Æ
e°!

2/Æ2°
H+e2i¡°H°e°2i¡¢

, (67)

from which we get

P f √i =
!2ºH 2

4Æ2 e°2!2/Æ2
sin2(2¡°¬), (68)

representing the probability of electron-hole pair creation
from an initially (t !°1) filled valence band as a conse-
quence of the interaction with a weak impulsive gravita-
tional wave. Notice that (68) agrees with (59), as expected.

The above procedure can be usefully employed when
considering different gravitational waveforms. For exam-
ple, in the case of a periodic gravitational perturbation,
whose interaction with the quantum system begins at a
time t = 0,

e±(t ) = H±e°i!g t , (69)

with!g being the gravitational wave frequency. Following
the same steps as above, we find

A f √i =°!
4

°
H+e2i¡°H°e°2i¡¢

£ei (2!°!g )t/2 sin
°
(2!°!g )t/2

¢

(2!°!g )/2
. (70)

In the large integration time limit (t !+1), the last factor
in (70) can be converted into a Dirac ±°function. The
transition probability P f √i = |A f √i |2 is then

P f √i =
º!2H 2

8
t±(!°!g /2)sin2(2¡°¬). (71)

This means that the number density of created electron-
hole pairs grows linearly in time, a typical feature of para-
metric amplification.
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Throughout the paper, unless otherwise specified, use
has been made of natural units: c = 1, fl= 1, G = 1. Greek
indices take values from 0 to 3. The metric signature is °2,
with determinant g .

2 Dirac-Weyl equation for a monolayer

graphene sheet

The equations of motion (EOM) and the Hamiltonian for
the electron wavefunction √(x) in a monolayer graphene
sheet near the K Dirac point, in the low-energy limit, can
be formally obtained from a 2+1D Weyl lagrangian [5, 30,
31, 33]

L 0 = i√†(x)
°
æ0@0 + vFæ

i@i
¢
√(x), i = {x, y}, (1)

where x = (t ,x), x = (x, y) and the graphene sheet has been
taken to lie in the x y°plane of a fiducial reference frame
{xµ} ¥ {t , x, y, z}. vF is the Fermi velocity and

æ0 =
√

1 0

0 1

!

, æx =
√

0 1

1 0

!

,

æy =
√

0 °i

i 0

!

, æz =
√

1 0

0 °1

!

(2)

are the Pauli matrices, which operate in the space of the
electron amplitude on the two lattice sites A and B. The
electronic wavefunction is described by a two-component
wavefunction (a bispinor)

√(x) =
√
√A(x)

√B (x)

!

, (3)

which we will call pseudo-spin. As pointed out in the In-
troduction, in graphene we have a four-fold degeneracy
due to the above cited sublattice pseudo-spin and to the
valley pseudo-spin, the latter reflecting the fact that we
can consider each of the two Dirac points K and K 0 at the
corner of the Brillouin zone. Hence, the full form of the
wavefunction should be a four-component spinor.

However, if the external interaction is represented by
a smooth potential, whose Fourier transform is sharp in
the momentum space, then the two Dirac valleys can be
considered independently [5], so that we can limit our-
selves to the analysis of the Dirac-Weyl equation near a
single Dirac point. In what follows we will consider a weak
gravitational wave, propagating normally to the graphene
sheet, along the z° direction. As we will see in section
III, in such case the gravitational potentials have no spa-
tial dependence along the x and y directions, so that the

smoothness of the gravitational perturbation is undoubt-
edly fulfilled. From now on, we will assume to work just
near the K Dirac point.

From the lagrangian (1) we easily deduce the EOM for
the free bispinor √(x) (i.e., when no external perturbing
field is present)

i vFæ
i@i√(x) =°iæ0@0√(x), i = {x, y}, (4)

or, in matrix form

vF

√
0 @x ° i@y

@x + i@y 0

!√
√A(x)

√B (x)

!

=°@0

√
√A(x)

√B (x)

!

. (5)

We look for a solution having the form

√(x) = N

√
A

B

!

ei p·xe°i!t , !> 0, (6)

with N being an overall normalization constant and p =
(px , py ). Placing (6) in (5) we write

H0

√
A

B

!

= E

√
A

B

!

, (7)

where

Ĥ0 = vF

√
0 px ° i py

px + i py 0

!

(8)

is the free Hamiltonian. The eigenvalues of Ĥ0 are E± =
±!, where p =

q
p2

x +p2
y and ! = vF p > 0. The corre-

sponding normalized eigenstates are

√+(x) = 1
p

2

√
1

ei¡

!

ei p·xe°i!t , (9)

whose eigenenergy is E+ =+vF p =!> 0, and

√°(x) = 1
p

2

√
1

°ei¡

!

ei p·xei!t , (10)

whose eigenenergy is E° = °vF p = °! < 0. Throughout
the paper, the total surface area S of the graphene sheet
is taken to be S = 1.¡= arctan(py /px ) gives the direction
of propagation of the electronic wave w.r.t. the fiducial
reference frame. The above eigenstates are sometimes
written in a more compact form, introducing the band
index ª=±1

√±(x) = 1
p

2

√
1

ªei¡

!

ei p·xe°ªi!t . (11)

ª=+1 refers to √+(x) in the conduction band (CB) while
ª=°1 refers to √°(x) in the valence band (VB). The free
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gravitational wave has H£ = 0,¬ = 0. The electron-hole
pair creation probability is suppressed along the direc-
tions characterized by the condition

H+ sin2¡°H£ cos2¡= 0 , sin(2¡°¬) = 0. (58)

For comparison, in Fig.1 it is also plotted the angular dis-
tribution of the particle-antiparticle creation probability
Pscal (p,¡) for an hypothetical 2+1D massless scalar field,
living in the z = 0 plane and interacting with the same
gravitational wave. As shown in Appendix C, the corre-
sponding probability distribution is

Pscal (p,¡) = º!2H 2

4Æ2 e°2!2/Æ2
cos2(2¡°¬). (59)

So, the spinor and scalar probabilities are in quadrature.
A naîve study of pair creation in graphene could have

led to consider (59) as an obvious result, since it basically
reproduces the quadrupolar (spin-2) pattern of the incom-
ing gravitational wave strain. Comparison of (57) and (59)
shows indeed that this is not the case when the involved
quantum field carries a (pseudo-)spin. Actually the prob-
ability distribution appears rotated by º/4 in the z = 0
plane with respect to the scalar field case.

This rotation is closely related to the peculiar role
played by helicity in graphene, as we will see below.

5.2 Relationship with helicity

Recall that low-energy excitations in graphene enjoy helic-
ity conservation in absence of external perturbations. So,
when a gravitational wave perturbs the system, electron-
hole pairs can be created, provided helicity conservation
is violated. Hence, we expect no pair creation if helicity is
preserved.

To explore in more detail the relationship between
pair creation and helicity conservation, let us write the
full hamiltonian Ĥ = Ĥ0+ Ĥg for the interacting quantum
system. Looking at (22) we easily derive the matrix form
of the gravitational correction to Ĥ0

Ĥg = vF p

√
0 1

2 e+(t )ei¡

1
2 e°(t )e°i¡ 0

!

. (60)

Evaluating the commutator [Ĥ ,§̂] = [Ĥ0,§̂]+ [Ĥg ,§̂] we
immediately find, recalling that [Ĥ0,§̂] = 0, see (15)

[Ĥ ,§̂] =° i!
4

e°Æ
2t 2°

H°e°2i¡°H+e2i¡¢
æz . (61)

Comparing (61) and (54) we find that the condition for he-
licity conservation ([Ĥ ,§̂] = 0) is the same required so that

S = 1/2

S = 0

!1.0 !0.5 0.5 1.0

!1.0

!0.5

0.5

1.0

Figure 1 Polar plot of P (p,¡) (in arbitrary radial units) as a
function of ¡= arctan(py /px ), namely the direction of prop-
agation of the electronic wave in the graphene sheet (thick
line), for a given value of p, after the interaction with a grav-
itational wave pulse (H£ = 0, ¬ = 0). The dashed line rep-
resents the corresponding particle-antiparticle creation prob-
ability Pscal (p,¡) in the case of a 2+1D massless scalar
field, in the same gravitational wave background. Notice that
Pscal (p,¡) has just the same quadrupolar pattern as that of
the gravitational wave strain. In the case of the spinor field,
describing the (pseudo-)spin 1/2 electronic wavefunction in
graphene, P (p,¡) appears rotated by a º/4 angle in the plane
z = 0. Such rotation is related to helicity, whose conservation
has been influenced by the gravitational interaction. See text
for further details.

pair creation is suppressed [see (58)]. Given a gravitational
wave with definite H+ and H£ polarizations, the condi-
tion (58) selects those directions in the plane z = 0 along
which helicity is conserved and pair creation is forbidden.

We can specify such directions finding the values of
¡hp (hp=helicity-preserving) corresponding to lack of par-
ticle creation. From (58) we find

¡hp = 1
2

arctan
≥ H£

H+

¥
+k

º

2
, k = {0, ...,3}. (62)

We can finally draw the following conclusions
– a weak gravitational wave (here modeled as a gravita-

tional pulse) can create - in principle - low-energy exci-
tations out of an initially filled valence band, giving rise
to electron-hole pair production;
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vp =° i!
4

Z+1

°1
d t (a +bt )e2i!t e°Æ

2t 2
. (50)

We can recast the above equations (47) thru (50) in a single,
more suggestive one, involving spinorial quantities

√out (x) = lim
t!+1

√(x, t ) =
√

A(t )

B(t )

!

ei p·x

= up

√
1

°ei¡

!
ei!t

p
2

ei p·x + vp

√
1

ei¡

!
e°i!t

p
2

ei p·x,

(51)

having also restored the spatial dependence. Compar-
ing (51) with (9) and (10) we see that the final state
√out = limt!+1√(x, t) appears as superposition of the
initial state√i n = limt!°1√(x, t ) =√°(x, t ) belonging to
the valence band and a positive energy state √+(x, t) in
the conduction band

√out (x) = up√°(x)+ vp√+(x). (52)

5 Electron-hole pair creation

A non-null vP°Bogolubov coefficient is a distinguishing
feature of a particle creation process. Actually, as a con-
sequence of the interaction with the gravitational wave,
excitations in the graphene sheet have been produced in
the form of electron-hole pairs. Due to the translational
symmetry of the perturbation (a gravitational plane wave
propagating along the z°direction carries no dependence
on the x and y coordinates), we have momentum conser-
vation. Hence the total momentum of any created pair is
zero: the momentum of the electron excited in the con-
duction band exactly cancels the momentum of the hole
in the valence band.

There is an interesting issue we would put forward at
this point. Recall that valence and conduction states have
opposite helicites.√+ has positive helicity, while√° has
negative helicity. In other words, the (lattice) pseudo-spin
is parallel to the momentum in the √+ state, while it is
anti-parallel to the momentum in the√° state [5]. When
the quantum system is free (i.e., non perturbed), helicity
is conserved, since [Ĥ ,§̂] = 0 [see (15)]. But opposite mo-
menta, arising from an excited electron-hole pair, require
a net change in the pair pseudo-spin. Hence we expect
no pair creation unless helicity conservation is violated.
Differently stated, [Ĥ ,§̂] 6= 0.

Actually, in presence of an external perturbation (a
gravitational wave, in our present analysis), the condition

[Ĥ ,§̂] = 0 can indeed be violated. In order to explore such
evenience, we need to explicitly evaluate the Bogolubov
coefficients up and vp .

5.1 Evaluation of the Bogolubov coefficients

Let us start considering the up coefficient. From (49) we
have
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(Notice that the b dependence has disappeared, being
related to the odd part of the integrand).

Consider now
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where, in the last line, use of (33) has been made. We
stress that both up and vp do depend on the wavevector
p = (px , py ), through != vF p and ¡= arctan(py /px ). Re-
calling that H± = H+® i H£ [see (26)], we may also recast
vp as follows
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p
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where

H =
q

H 2
++H 2

£,

¬ = arctan(H£/H+). (56)

The parameters H and ¬ carry information on the overall
amplitude of the gravitational wave and on its polariza-
tion plane. The electron-hole pair creation probability
[32], for a given p, is P (p,¡) ' |vp |2

P (p,¡) = º!2H 2

4Æ2 e°2!2/Æ2
sin2(2¡°¬). (57)

P (p,¡) is reported in Fig.1 in a polar plot as a function
of ¡ (for a given value of p), namely the direction of prop-
agation of the electronic wave in the graphene sheet. The
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where, in the last line, use of (33) has been made. We
stress that both up and vp do depend on the wavevector
p = (px , py ), through != vF p and ¡= arctan(py /px ). Re-
calling that H± = H+® i H£ [see (26)], we may also recast
vp as follows
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where
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The parameters H and ¬ carry information on the overall
amplitude of the gravitational wave and on its polariza-
tion plane. The electron-hole pair creation probability
[32], for a given p, is P (p,¡) ' |vp |2

P (p,¡) = º!2H 2

4Æ2 e°2!2/Æ2
sin2(2¡°¬). (57)

P (p,¡) is reported in Fig.1 in a polar plot as a function
of ¡ (for a given value of p), namely the direction of prop-
agation of the electronic wave in the graphene sheet. The
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gravitational wave has H£ = 0,¬ = 0. The electron-hole
pair creation probability is suppressed along the direc-
tions characterized by the condition

H+ sin2¡°H£ cos2¡= 0 , sin(2¡°¬) = 0. (58)

For comparison, in Fig.1 it is also plotted the angular dis-
tribution of the particle-antiparticle creation probability
Pscal (p,¡) for an hypothetical 2+1D massless scalar field,
living in the z = 0 plane and interacting with the same
gravitational wave. As shown in Appendix C, the corre-
sponding probability distribution is

Pscal (p,¡) = º!2H 2

4Æ2 e°2!2/Æ2
cos2(2¡°¬). (59)

So, the spinor and scalar probabilities are in quadrature.
A naîve study of pair creation in graphene could have

led to consider (59) as an obvious result, since it basically
reproduces the quadrupolar (spin-2) pattern of the incom-
ing gravitational wave strain. Comparison of (57) and (59)
shows indeed that this is not the case when the involved
quantum field carries a (pseudo-)spin. Actually the prob-
ability distribution appears rotated by º/4 in the z = 0
plane with respect to the scalar field case.

This rotation is closely related to the peculiar role
played by helicity in graphene, as we will see below.

5.2 Relationship with helicity

Recall that low-energy excitations in graphene enjoy helic-
ity conservation in absence of external perturbations. So,
when a gravitational wave perturbs the system, electron-
hole pairs can be created, provided helicity conservation
is violated. Hence, we expect no pair creation if helicity is
preserved.

To explore in more detail the relationship between
pair creation and helicity conservation, let us write the
full hamiltonian Ĥ = Ĥ0+ Ĥg for the interacting quantum
system. Looking at (22) we easily derive the matrix form
of the gravitational correction to Ĥ0

Ĥg = vF p

√
0 1

2 e+(t )ei¡

1
2 e°(t )e°i¡ 0

!

. (60)

Evaluating the commutator [Ĥ ,§̂] = [Ĥ0,§̂]+ [Ĥg ,§̂] we
immediately find, recalling that [Ĥ0,§̂] = 0, see (15)

[Ĥ ,§̂] =° i!
4

e°Æ
2t 2°

H°e°2i¡°H+e2i¡¢
æz . (61)

Comparing (61) and (54) we find that the condition for he-
licity conservation ([Ĥ ,§̂] = 0) is the same required so that

S = 1/2

S = 0

!1.0 !0.5 0.5 1.0

!1.0

!0.5

0.5

1.0

Figure 1 Polar plot of P (p,¡) (in arbitrary radial units) as a
function of ¡= arctan(py /px ), namely the direction of prop-
agation of the electronic wave in the graphene sheet (thick
line), for a given value of p, after the interaction with a grav-
itational wave pulse (H£ = 0, ¬ = 0). The dashed line rep-
resents the corresponding particle-antiparticle creation prob-
ability Pscal (p,¡) in the case of a 2+1D massless scalar
field, in the same gravitational wave background. Notice that
Pscal (p,¡) has just the same quadrupolar pattern as that of
the gravitational wave strain. In the case of the spinor field,
describing the (pseudo-)spin 1/2 electronic wavefunction in
graphene, P (p,¡) appears rotated by a º/4 angle in the plane
z = 0. Such rotation is related to helicity, whose conservation
has been influenced by the gravitational interaction. See text
for further details.

pair creation is suppressed [see (58)]. Given a gravitational
wave with definite H+ and H£ polarizations, the condi-
tion (58) selects those directions in the plane z = 0 along
which helicity is conserved and pair creation is forbidden.

We can specify such directions finding the values of
¡hp (hp=helicity-preserving) corresponding to lack of par-
ticle creation. From (58) we find

¡hp = 1
2

arctan
≥ H£

H+

¥
+k

º

2
, k = {0, ...,3}. (62)

We can finally draw the following conclusions
– a weak gravitational wave (here modeled as a gravita-

tional pulse) can create - in principle - low-energy exci-
tations out of an initially filled valence band, giving rise
to electron-hole pair production;
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from (65) and (78) we get, at t !+1, the transition am-
plitude to a final (antiparticle) state'out (x) = 1p

2!
ep·xei!t

reads

A f √i =°i
Z+1

°1
d t'§

out Hg (t )'i n

= °i
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¢
e2i!t e°Æ

2t 2

= ° i pH
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º

2Æ
e°!

2/Æ2
cos(2¡°¬), (83)

where use of the definitions (56) has been made (recall
that p =!> 0). The corresponding particle-antiparticle
creation probability is

Pscal (p,¡) = |A f √i |2 =
º!2H 2

4Æ2 e°2!2/Æ2
cos2(2¡°¬). (84)

Comparison with (57) shows that the two creation proba-
bilities are in quadrature.

Key words. Gravitational Waves, Graphene.
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from (65) and (78) we get, at t !+1, the transition am-
plitude to a final (antiparticle) state'out (x) = 1p

2!
ep·xei!t

reads

A f √i =°i
Z+1

°1
d t'§

out Hg (t )'i n

= °i
Z+1

°1
d t

p2H
2!

°
cos2¡cos¬+ sin2¡sin¬

¢
e2i!t e°Æ

2t 2

= ° i pH
p
º

2Æ
e°!

2/Æ2
cos(2¡°¬), (83)

where use of the definitions (56) has been made (recall
that p =!> 0). The corresponding particle-antiparticle
creation probability is

Pscal (p,¡) = |A f √i |2 =
º!2H 2

4Æ2 e°2!2/Æ2
cos2(2¡°¬). (84)

Comparison with (57) shows that the two creation proba-
bilities are in quadrature.

Key words. Gravitational Waves, Graphene.
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STOCHASTIC GW BACKGROUND

u THE ABOVE APPROACH CAN BE APPLIED TO THE CASE OF A STOCHASTIC GW BACKGROUND.

u THE AVERAGE ENSEMBLE < n > OF THE NUMBER DENSITY OF CREATED e-h PAIRS READS:

Ø 𝐸(𝜃, 𝜑) IS A CUMBERSOME FUNCTION OF THE GW POLARIZATION TENSORS 𝑒GHI AND 𝑒GH× , WRITTEN 
IN THE GRAPHENE REFERENCE FRAME.

Ø THE FUNCTION H(f) IS RELATED TO THE SPECTRAL GW DENSITY Ω 𝑓 = 1
MNOPQ

RMST
R UV W

:

October 3, 2021
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(H0 = Hubble constant)
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ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY and GWs

u CURRENT DENSITY IN GRAPENE:

u CASE OF FREE HAMILTONIAN AND CONDUCTION BAND:

u i.e. NO NET CURRENT (OBVIOUSLY!)   

1

~J = �2e

Z

BZ
 
†
p
~rpH(~p) p (0.1)

Brillouin zone

1

~J = �2e

Z

BZ
 
†
p
~rpH(~p) p (0.1)

~J = �2evF

Z

BZ
 
†
p~� p = 0, ~� = (�x

, �
y) (0.2)

1

~J = �2e

Z

BZ
 
†
p
~rpH(~p) p (0.1)

~J = �2evF

Z

BZ
 
†
p~� p = 0, ~� = (�x

, �
y) (0.2)

H0(~p) = vF~� · ~p (0.3)

May 10, 2020

Throughout the paper, unless otherwise specified, use
has been made of natural units: c = 1, fl= 1, G = 1. Greek
indices take values from 0 to 3. The metric signature is °2,
with determinant g .

2 Dirac-Weyl equation for a monolayer

graphene sheet

The equations of motion (EOM) and the Hamiltonian for
the electron wavefunction √(x) in a monolayer graphene
sheet near the K Dirac point, in the low-energy limit, can
be formally obtained from a 2+1D Weyl lagrangian [5, 30,
31, 33]

L 0 = i√†(x)
°
æ0@0 + vFæ

i@i
¢
√(x), i = {x, y}, (1)

where x = (t ,x), x = (x, y) and the graphene sheet has been
taken to lie in the x y°plane of a fiducial reference frame
{xµ} ¥ {t , x, y, z}. vF is the Fermi velocity and

æ0 =
√

1 0

0 1

!

, æx =
√

0 1

1 0

!

,

æy =
√

0 °i

i 0

!

, æz =
√

1 0

0 °1

!

(2)

are the Pauli matrices, which operate in the space of the
electron amplitude on the two lattice sites A and B. The
electronic wavefunction is described by a two-component
wavefunction (a bispinor)

√(x) =
√
√A(x)

√B (x)

!

, (3)

which we will call pseudo-spin. As pointed out in the In-
troduction, in graphene we have a four-fold degeneracy
due to the above cited sublattice pseudo-spin and to the
valley pseudo-spin, the latter reflecting the fact that we
can consider each of the two Dirac points K and K 0 at the
corner of the Brillouin zone. Hence, the full form of the
wavefunction should be a four-component spinor.

However, if the external interaction is represented by
a smooth potential, whose Fourier transform is sharp in
the momentum space, then the two Dirac valleys can be
considered independently [5], so that we can limit our-
selves to the analysis of the Dirac-Weyl equation near a
single Dirac point. In what follows we will consider a weak
gravitational wave, propagating normally to the graphene
sheet, along the z° direction. As we will see in section
III, in such case the gravitational potentials have no spa-
tial dependence along the x and y directions, so that the

smoothness of the gravitational perturbation is undoubt-
edly fulfilled. From now on, we will assume to work just
near the K Dirac point.

From the lagrangian (1) we easily deduce the EOM for
the free bispinor √(x) (i.e., when no external perturbing
field is present)

i vFæ
i@i√(x) =°iæ0@0√(x), i = {x, y}, (4)

or, in matrix form

vF

√
0 @x ° i@y

@x + i@y 0

!√
√A(x)

√B (x)

!

=°@0

√
√A(x)

√B (x)

!

. (5)

We look for a solution having the form

√(x) = N

√
A

B

!

ei p·xe°i!t , !> 0, (6)

with N being an overall normalization constant and p =
(px , py ). Placing (6) in (5) we write

H0

√
A

B

!

= E

√
A

B

!

, (7)

where

Ĥ0 = vF

√
0 px ° i py

px + i py 0

!

(8)

is the free Hamiltonian. The eigenvalues of Ĥ0 are E± =
±!, where p =

q
p2

x +p2
y and ! = vF p > 0. The corre-

sponding normalized eigenstates are

√+(x) = 1
p

2

√
1

ei¡

!

ei p·xe°i!t , (9)

whose eigenenergy is E+ =+vF p =!> 0, and

√°(x) = 1
p

2

√
1

°ei¡

!

ei p·xei!t , (10)

whose eigenenergy is E° = °vF p = °! < 0. Throughout
the paper, the total surface area S of the graphene sheet
is taken to be S = 1.¡= arctan(py /px ) gives the direction
of propagation of the electronic wave w.r.t. the fiducial
reference frame. The above eigenstates are sometimes
written in a more compact form, introducing the band
index ª=±1

√±(x) = 1
p

2

√
1

ªei¡

!

ei p·xe°ªi!t . (11)

ª=+1 refers to √+(x) in the conduction band (CB) while
ª=°1 refers to √°(x) in the valence band (VB). The free
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INTRODUCING AN ELECTRIC FIELD

u ASSUME  NOW A UNIFORM ELECTRIC FIELD Ex ALONG  x – DIRECTION.   THE FULL HAMILTONIAN 
READS:

u SOLVE THE FIELD EQUATION CONSIDERING Ex AS A SMALL PERTURBATION:

u WHERE (in the semiclassical approx):

AND
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DC-ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY

u EVALUATE DC - CURRENT DENSITY  Jx (semiclassical approach):
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MINIMAL CONDUCTIVITY

u IN INTRINSIC GRAPHENE, CB = EMPTY, VB = FILLED

u FERMI ENERGY = 0 AT THE TIPS OF DIRAC CONES

u DENSITY OF STATES (DoS) = 0

u EXPECTED CONDUCTIVITY:  𝝈𝒎𝒊𝒏 = 0

u DUE TO FLUCTUATIONS, MINIMAL CONDUCTIVITY > 0:
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GW-INDUCED 
CURRENT DENSITY MODULATION

u ADDING A GW INDUCES A FURTHER PERTURBATION  𝛿𝜓]
u ASSUMING A LINEAR REGIME:                                                         

u THE RELEVANT CORRECTION TO THE DC-CURRENT DENSITY READS:
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CONCLUSIONS

u GWs INDUCE  e-h  PAIR CREATION IN UNDOPED INTRINSIC GRAPHENE.  
u CUMULATIVE EFFECT (IDEALLY INCREASING WITH INTEGRATION TIME).
u NUMBER DENSITY OF CREATED PAIRS GROWS WITH GW FREQUENCY,

HENCE POTENTIALLY INTERESTING FOR UHF-GW DETECTION.
u UNFORTUNATELY, IT IS A VERY SMALL SECOND-ORDER EFFECT IN THE GW STRAIN.

u GWs INDUCE MODULATION IN DC-GRAPHENE CONDUCTIVITY.
u MODULATION FREQUENCY = GW FREQUENCY.
u NOT A CUMULATIVE EFFECT.
u FIRST-ORDER EFFECT IN THE GW-STRAIN.
u POLARIMETRIC PROPERTIES (DIFFERENT RESPONSES TO + and x GW POLARIZATIONS).
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FUTURE PROPOSALS

u DEEPER INVESTIGATION OF GRAPHENE TRANSPORT IN PRESENCE OF GWs.
u STUDY OF RESPONSE TO A STOCHASTIC BACKGROUND OF UHF GWs
u EXTENSION TO OTHER GEOMETRIES,  TAKING INTO ACCOUNT ALSO 3D  

GRAPHENE REALIZATIONS.
u SEARCH FOR OTHER MATERIALS, CHARACTERIZED BY (VERY) SMALL VALUES OF 

vF .
u EVALUATION OF THE EXPECTED ORDER OF MAGNITUDE OF THE PREDICTED 

EFFECTS, IN VIEW OF POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTAL DETECTION.
u SEARCH FOR POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UPS, IN COLLABORATION WITH 

EXPERIMENTALISTS.
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